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Abstract: Sensor-less adaptive optics based on stochastic parallel gradient descent (SPGD)
is effective for the compensation of atmospheric disturbances in coherent free-space optical
communication systems. However, SPGD converges slowly and easily falls into local extremes.
Combining adaptive moment estimation and SPGD, we propose the AdamSPGD algorithm
for efficient wavefront correction. Theoretical analysis and numerical simulations demonstrate
that AdamSPGD can significantly increase the convergence speed, robustness, and dynamic
ability, thereby more efficiently suppress the negative effects of atmospheric turbulence on mixing
efficiency, bit error rate, and outage probability. Experimental results show that AdamSPGD
reduces ∼50% of iterations. The improved performances make the proposed algorithm suitable
for SLAO to improve the quality of optical communications.

© 2022 Optica Publishing Group under the terms of the Optica Open Access Publishing Agreement

1. Introduction

In modern communications, coherent free-space optical communication (CFSOC) has attracted
considerable attention owing to its longer relay distance, higher sensitivity, and better receiver
selectivity compared with conventional free-space optical communication (FSOC) [1–5]. How-
ever, its application is significantly limited by atmospheric turbulence, owing to the intensity
scintillation and wavefront phase distortion caused at the receiver, thereby reducing the mixing
efficiency (ME) and increasing the bit error rate (BER) of the CFSOC system [6–8]. Adaptive
optics (AO) technology has been utilized to compensate for wavefront aberrations caused by
atmospheric turbulence and significant results have been achieved in many applications [9–14].
The Shack–Hartmann wavefront sensor (SH–WFS) is the most widely used wavefront sensor in
conventional AO systems, and it directly determines the performance of the AO system in CFSOC.
However, owing to the inherent shortcomings of its working principle, its measurement accuracy
is reduced under strong atmospheric turbulence or low optical power, thereby directly affecting
the system performance [15–18]. Therefore, a sensor-less adaptive optics (SLAO) system based
on optimization algorithms has been proposed that directly optimizes the performance indicators
based on the received images and does not require wavefront reconstruction [19,20].

In the SLAO system, the multidimensional optimization algorithm has a significant impact
on the system performance. Although many algorithms have been proposed, stochastic parallel
gradient descent (SPGD) is still extensively used in SLAO owing to its simple model, low number
of parameters, and convenient implementation [21–23]. However, the convergence speed of SPGD
is low and it easily falls into local extremes that limits its practical applications, particularly in
complex systems [24]. In recent years, several types of SPGD improvements have been proposed
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to alleviate the aforementioned problems. Lachinova et al. proposed the decoupled SPGD
(DSPGD) algorithm to improve the convergence efficiency for the compensation of atmospheric
phase aberrations in a tiled fiber array system. However, DSPGD necessitates prior knowledge of
the performance metrics that limits its applications [25]. Wu et al. proposed a multi-perturbation
SPGD with a fast-decent mode and a modal-basis updating mode for the enhancement of its
effectiveness. However, this method requires the splitting of the incoming beam into N sub-beams
and the use of N wavefront correctors that increases the complexity of the optical system [26].
Hu et al. proposed the adaptive SPGD (ASPGD) by integrating the momentum and adaptive gain
coefficient for the control of a fast steering mirror (FSM), and achieved efficient fiber coupling.
This method avoids the convergence to local extremum points and accelerates the convergence
speed of SPGD to some extent [27]. Wang et al. conducted extensive research on SPGD in a
fiber laser beam combining system. Yang et al. incorporated pattern recognition in SPGD to
access whether the algorithm falls into in a local extreme [28]. They also adopted the momentum
method with SPGD (MSPGD) to speed up the correction process of incoherent beam combination
that can not only accelerate the efficiency of the iteration, but also maintain the stability of the
combination [29]. Song et al. modified SPGD with the momentum term (MomSPGD) derived
from the Newtonian equation to improve the convergence speed and disturbance immunity of
coherent beam combination [30]. Che et al. proposed the AdmSPGD with adaptive gain and
momentum based on the variation of the performance metrics in their previous practice, and
significantly increased the convergence speed, robustness, and effective bandwidth in a fiber
laser beam combining system [31]. Among these methods, improvements to SPGD are basically
achieved by adding momentum terms and/or setting variable gain coefficients, and promising
results have been achieved. However, their specific implementations and application areas vary,
most of these methods are proposed for specific optical problems and cannot be directly applied
to CFSOC systems to achieve adequate ME. Therefore, the optimization analysis and application
of SPGD combined with adaptive moment estimation is lacking in CFSOC systems, and its
effectiveness requires further verification and implementation.

To solve these problems, this study first analyzes the ME, BER, and outage probability of the
CFSOC system according to coherent communication theory and accordingly establishes the
relationship between the system performance indicators and the optimization algorithm fitness in
SLAO. Thereafter, based on the adaptive moment estimation (Adam) in deep learning [32], a
hybrid algorithm called AdamSPGD is proposed that combines Adam with SPGD to improve
the correction speed and the robustness of SLAO. Here, the large Zernike polynomial modes
are used to accurately represent the wavefront aberrations, and the correction effect is analyzed
based on theory, numerical simulation, and experiments to validate the atmospheric turbulence
suppression capability of the proposed algorithm. The results demonstrate that AdamSPGD can
not only accelerate the correction speed by ∼50%, but also improve the robustness of parameters,
which is of great significance to the efficient wavefront correction of SLAO in CFSOC systems.

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides the models of the CFSOC and SLAO
systems, and analyzes and describes the working principles. Section 3 introduces the basic
principles of the SPGD algorithm and the Adam optimizer. Thereafter, a novel hybrid algorithm,
AdamSPGD is proposed that utilizes its characteristics. In Section 4, the phase aberration model
in the CFSOC system is established, and the related simulations and comparisons are performed
to demonstrate the improvement performance of AdamSPGD. Experiments were also conducted
to verify the feasibility of the proposed algorithm by evaluating the far-field beam images in the
developed SLAO system. Finally, the conclusions are presented in Section 5.
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2. System model and theoretical analysis

2.1. CFSOC system model with SLAO

The functional block diagram of a typical CFSOC system with an SLAO is illustrated in Fig. 1.
The laser source emits a modulated laser beam as a carrier signal. Thereafter, the beam is
transmitted to the receiving terminal through an atmospheric link. Its frequency is mixed with a
local oscillation signal for the generation of an intermediate frequency signal. A demodulator
and a digital signal processor are used to complete the subsequent processing. During laser
transmission, the wavefront is distorted by atmospheric turbulence. To compensate for the
influence of atmospheric turbulence, an SLAO system is introduced in the receiving terminal.

Fig. 1. Conventional CFSOC system with SLAO.

A schematic of the SLAO system is shown in Fig. 2. The beam steering unit (BSU) is mainly
used to speedily capture and track the beam and correct the large skew of the beam, such as
tilts and jitters, using the FSM. After the BSU, the laser carrier signal is concentrated in the
deformable mirror (DM) and subsequently split into two beams by a beam splitter (BS). The
energy concentration rate of the speckle images captured by a high-speed camera (HSC) reflects
the current performance of the system. The high-order aberration correction computer (HCC)
runs the selected optimization algorithm according to the images and generates a voltage control
signal. The signal is amplified to a suitable voltage range using high-voltage amplifiers to control
the DM for the correction of the distorted wavefront. After turbulence compensation by the
SLAO system, the performance of the CFSOC can be improved based on a higher ME and lower
BER. In this study, we consider only the high-order aberration correction unit [9,16].

Fig. 2. Principle schematic of SLAO system.
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2.2. DM model in SLAO

In this study, a 97-element continuous surface DM (CSDM) was designed and manufactured by us
for use as the wavefront corrector. The working principle of the CSDM is essentially the change
in the surface shape of the mirror in real time according to the control voltage for the correction
of wavefront aberrations. Generally, the influence function of the CSDM is approximated by the
Gaussian model:

Sj(x, y) = exp
{︃
lnω

[︃
1
d

√︂
(x − xj)

2 + (y − yj)
2
]︃α}︃

, (1)

where ω is the coupling coefficient of adjacent actuators, (xj, yj) is the center coordinate of the
jth actuator, d is the normalized interval between the adjacent actuators, and α is the Gaussian
index. The aberration generated by the CSDM with 97 actuators φ(x, y) is given by

φ(x, y) =
97∑︂
j=1

ujSj(x, y), (2)

where uj is the voltage of the jth actuator that is evenly distributed in the range of the maximum
possible voltage and is linear with φ(x, y).

2.3. Theoretical basis of the CFSOC

In the CFSOC system, ME and BER are effective indicators for the evaluation of the system
performance, and it is important to analyze these metrics to guide the determination of performance
fitness in the SLAO algorithm.

Based on our previous work [9,14], the ME is approximated to the Strehl ratio (SR) of the
far-field images defined by the ratio of the far-field encircled energy to the diffraction-limited
encircled energy. The relationship between the ME and the average residual wavefront variance
can be expressed as

ME ∝ SR = exp
{︃
−

[︃
αF(

d
r0
)

5/3
+ κ(

fG
f3dB

)

5/3]︃}︃
, (3)

where αF is the fitting error coefficient, r0 denotes the atmospheric coherent length, d is the
equivalent interval of the actuator interval projected on the entrance pupil of the receiving
antenna, κ is a constant equal to 1 for a plane wave, f3dB denotes the CLCB, and fG represents
the Greenwood frequency.

The BER of the synchronous binary phase shift keying (BPSK) coherent detection can be
expressed as [5]

BER =
1
2

erfc
(︂√︁

ME · 2Npδ
)︂

, (4)

where the function erfc represents the complementary error function, δ represents the quantum
efficiency of the receiver detector, and Np is the number of photons received within a signal bit.

Outage probability is another important performance criterion, defined as the probability that
the instantaneous SNR is below a specified threshold that can be found in [7]:

Poutage(γT ) = Pr{γ<γT } =

∫ γT

0
fγ(γ)dγ, (5)

where Pr{·} denotes the probability of an event, γT is a predefined outage probability threshold,
and fγ(γ) is the PDF of the instantaneous SNR. The instantaneous combiner SNR is independent
of the local oscillator power for a large local oscillator power, and the local oscillator power does
not affect the CFSOC system performance [33]. Thus, γ is the SNR of the received optical signal.
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3. AdamSPGD algorithm in SLAO

3.1. Fitness

For the use of optimization algorithms in SLAO, it is necessary to establish a connection between
the optimization fitness and the system evaluation indicators of the CFSOC system. As the laser
carrier signal is transmitted through the atmospheric channel, we assume that the initial wavefront
aberrations are expressed as φ0(r,θ), and the solutions of the algorithms are 97-dimension vectors
u = { u1,u2, . . . ,u97} , where each component in the vector represents the control voltage of
each actuator in the CSDM. Thereafter, we continuously update these solutions and generate
the compensation phase φ(r,θ) according to Eq. (2) to compensate for the aberrations, and the
residual phase aberrations can be given by ϕ(r,θ) = φ0(r,θ) − φ(r,θ). According to the analysis
in Section2.3, this study considers the SR of ϕ(r,θ) as the fitness J in algorithms to simplify
the calculation [2]. The aim of the SLAO system is to optimize J to its ideal value. In the
following sections, obtaining the maximum J through algorithms, we determine the optimum
voltage signals u and the best ME of the CFSOC system.

3.2. AdamSPGD

The process of wavefront aberration compensation in SLAO based on conventional SPGD can be
described in the following steps. First, the gradient estimation is realized by applying random
low perturbation voltages ∆u(k) = { ∆u1, ∆u2, . . . , ∆u97} that satisfy the Bernoulli distribution
to the CSDM control voltage vectors u(k−1) = { u(k−1)

1 ,u(k−1)
2 , . . . ,u(k−1)

97 } , simultaneously. The
disturbances ∆u(k) have a fixed amplitude, that is, |∆u(k) | = ∆u. Using the perturbed indicator
values J(k)± = J(u(k−1) ± ∆u(k)), we can calculate the variation of the performance metric ∆J(k) =
J(k)+ − J(k)− . The iterative formula for updating the CSDM control voltages can be expressed as

u(k) = u(k−1) + γ∆u(k)∆J(k), (6)

where the superscript k denotes the number of iterations, and γ is the positive gain coefficient.
u(k) updates along the direction of the gradient descent, and the performance metric J reaches an
extremum after multiple iterations. The conventional SPGD only considers the current update
vector, facilitating the formation of a local extremum and the gradual convergence.

The Adam proposed by Kingma is a method for the efficient stochastic optimization that
combines the advantages of AdaGrad for addressing sparse gradients and RMSProp for managing
non-stationary objectives [32]. Based on the adaptive moment estimation in Adam, we embed it
into the SPGD and propose a novel AdamSPGD algorithm to accelerate convergence.

In AdamSPGD, first we approximate the gradient as [27]

g(k) = ∂J(k)/∂u(k) = ∆J(k) · ∆u(k)/(∆u)2. (7)

Thereafter, we introduce the 1st momentum term (the mean) and the 2nd momentum term (the
uncentered variance) of the gradient and update the exponential moving averages of the gradient
m(k) and the squared gradient v(k) with hyper-parameters β1 and β2 to control the exponential
decay rates. Thereafter, the initialization bias correction strategy is utilized to avoid moment
estimates leading to zero during the initial iterations and to obtain the bias-corrected estimates
m̂(k) and v̂(k). The relevant formulas are as follows:

m(k) = β1m(k−1) + (1 − β1)g(k), (8)

v(k) = β2v(k−1) + (1 − β2)(g(k))2, (9)ˆ︁m(k) = m(k)/[1 − β1
k], (10)ˆ︁v(k) = v(k)/[1 − β2

k]. (11)
The m̂(k) depends on both the current gradient and the previous gradients, and enables averaging

out the oscillation along the short axis. The v̂(k) adds the weighted square results of the past
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gradients that indicates the uncentered variance of the gradients. During the updating process,
we divide the 2nd momentum term to adaptively search for a suitable gain rate. As discussed
above, we update the CSDM control voltage vectors using AdamSPGD, as follows:

u(k) = u(k−1) + αˆ︁m(k)/
(︂√︁ˆ︁v(k) + ε)︂ , (12)

where α is the learning rate, and ε is a small constant usually set to 10−8 that is used to avoid
numerical problems.

The implementation of the AdamSPGD algorithm for SLAO is comprehensively described in
Algorithm 1.

Theoretically, the AdamSPGD algorithm improves the gain factor and gradient estimation
compared with the SPGD algorithm. The update direction can be adjusted by the momentum
factor that facilitates acceleration in the relevant direction and dampening of oscillations. The gain
coefficients are adjusted adaptively during iterations in real time that enhances the convergence
speed of corrections. The following simulations focus on the correction speed and robustness of
the two algorithms.

4. Simulation and experiment

4.1. Simulation analysis

Zernike polynomials are generally adopted to decompose the distorted wavefront phase into
the sum of weighted orthogonal polynomials that represent various types of aberrations. The
wavefront phase φ0(r,θ) can be expressed as follows [34]:

φ0(r, θ) = a0 +

∞∑︂
i=1

aiZi(r, θ). (13)

In Zernike polynomials, the 0th term and Z1(r, θ), Z2(r, θ) represent the piston and tilt
aberrations along the X and Y directions, respectively, that can be directly corrected by BSU.
Because the higher Zernike polynomial modes may have better fitting accuracy, the 3th to 35th
terms in Zernike polynomials are modeled as the distorted wavefront in our simulations, to
simulate atmospheric turbulence. The voltages of the 97-element CSDM are algorithmically
calculated to compensate for wavefront aberrations.
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In the simulations, the default λ was set to 635 nm and D/r0= 10. According to Roddier’s
method [35], we randomly generate initial Zernike coefficients from a3 − a35, as shown in
Fig. 3(a). The corresponding phase planes of the original wavefront and the original point spread
function (PSF) are shown in Fig. 3(b) and Fig. 3(c), respectively. The ME of this wavefront
aberration is 0.2038 that will be used to compare the performance of the algorithms in the
subsequent simulations. To facilitate our observation, the simulation results treat the optimization
objective as the ME.

Fig. 3. Random set of simulated data. (a) Initial Zernike coefficients of the wavefront
aberration. (b) Corresponding phase plane of the original wavefront. (c) Original PSF.

The corresponding residual wavefront aberrations and PSFs after correction under different
iterations using AdamSPGD are shown in Fig. 4. The ME value obtained increases from 0.2038
to 0.8980 after 200 iterations that is 4.4 times that before compensation. Clearly, most of the
distortion is compensated adequately by the AdamSPGD.

Fig. 4. Wavefront correction results under different iterations. (a) Phase plane of the
residual wavefront aberrations after 50, 100, 150, and 200 iterations (left to right). (b)
Corresponding PSFs in (a).

In the following simulations, the normalized ME based on 0.8 is used as the index, rather than
the absolute value of ME, for the observation of the features of the algorithms more intuitively
[36]. Considering the randomness of the method, we executed each simulation 100 times.

The optimization curves of the SPGD and AdamSPGD under their optimal parameters are
shown in Fig. 5. Positive gain coefficient γ = 2, learning rate α = 0.1, hyper-parameter
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β1 = 0.999 and β2 = 0.9 as suggested in Ref. [32], constant ε = 10−8, and the amplitude of
random perturbation voltages ∆u = 0.5.

Fig. 5. Comparison of wavefront correction results: (a) SPGD (b) AdamSPGD.

As shown in Fig. 5, both algorithms can effectively compensate for aberrations. The SPGD
converges after a minimum of 177 iterations, and a maximum of 252 iterations in the worst
case, averaging at 208 iterations. AdamSPGD converges after a minimum of 82 iterations and a
maximum of 136 iterations, with an average of 112 iterations that is 53.85% of the that in case
of SPGD. In addition, the results of the SPGD fluctuate significantly because they significantly
depend on the random disturbance at each iteration and the current gradient. AdamSPGD
considers both the current gradient and historical gradients in the iteration process, thereby
reducing the impact of randomness. Overall, AdamSPGD converges faster than SPGD, and is
more robust to the randomness of the disturbance.

Assuming that the quantum efficiency δ is equal to 1 and the Np is 12, the BER can be
calculated according to Eq. (4). The variation curves of the system BER based on SPGD and
AdamSPGD with the number of iterations are illustrated in Fig. 6.

Fig. 6. Comparison of system BER between SPGD and AdamSPGD.

From Fig. 6, it is noted that the BER performance is substantially improved after the SLAO
system compensates for the wavefront phase distortion. The values of BER dropped from
approximately 10−2 to 10−9 after 92 iterations in case of AdamSPGD. Owing to the limitation of
SPGD, the BER value cannot be suppressed below 10−9 in 164 iterations.

We also analyze the change in the outage probability with the number of iterations according
to Eq. (5) when using the two algorithms; γT was set to 10 dB. The outage probability curves are
shown in Fig. 7.

As shown in Fig. 7, the outage probability can be drastically suppressed to ∼10−3 after the
SLAO corrections based on the two algorithms. Evidently, AdamSPGD is more efficient than
SPGD.
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Fig. 7. Comparison of outage probability between SPGD and AdamSPGD.

The amplitude of random perturbation voltages in algorithms is worthy of discussion because
of its significant impact on the performance. Thus, we evaluated the two algorithms under the
same setting as the previous simulations, except for changing the value of ∆u from 0.1 to 0.9, to
further verify the robustness of AdamSPGD. The results are shown in Fig. 8 that clearly show the
high sensitivity of SPGD to ∆u. When ∆u is 0.1, the correction speed of SPGD is extremely low
(Fig. 8(a)), and when ∆u increases to 0.9, SPGD prematurely converges to the local optimum
(Fig. 8(c)). In contrast, AdamSPGD still functions efficiently under ∆u ∈ [0.1, 0.9] (Fig. 8(b),
Fig. 8(d)). The results show that AdamSPGD has a certain robustness over a wide range of ∆u
that is convenient for use in the practical applications of SLAO.

Fig. 8. Comparison of SPGD and AdamSPGD under different values of ∆u.

Since researchers always use the parameter D/r0 to present the atmospheric turbulence strength,
in this paper we directly change D/r0 to generate turbulence with different initial ME [10,37]. As
D/r0 increases from 5 to 15, the initial ME of the wavefront generated by simulations becomes
smaller, and we qualitatively define the turbulence intensity to be stronger. To further explore
the correction performance of the two algorithms under different turbulence intensities, we also
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demonstrate the relationship between ME and the iteration numbers under different turbulence
conditions quantified as D/r0 in Fig. 9.

Fig. 9. Comparison of SPGD and AdamSPGD under different turbulence intensities. (a)
Average correction curves using AdamSPGD, for D/r0= 5, 10, and 15. (b) Number of
iterations required for correction, and the difference between the two algorithms for different
values of D/r0.

As shown in Fig. 9(a), AdamSPGD can effectively correct the turbulence of different intensities,
and as the intensity of turbulence increases, the correction speed gradually decreases. When
D/r0 increases to 15, the correction speed is almost halved. Figure 9(b) illustrates that with the
increase in turbulence intensity, the gap between the number of iterations required by the two
algorithms increases. This shows that the stronger the turbulence intensity, the more obvious the
advantages of AdamSPGD.

More efficient algorithms require fewer iterations, and faster CLCB can be achieved. Next,
we verify the improvement of the algorithm in time-domain characteristics through simulations.
First, we assume that the number of iterations is inversely proportional to CLCB, and the previous
simulation results of AdamSPGD have achieved 100 Hz CLCB, considering the processing
capacity of the FPGA and GPU-based high-performance processing platform. Thereafter, we
can calculate the mean value of ME and BER at different Greenwood frequencies according to
Eq. (3) and Eq. (4), and the results are shown in Fig. 10.

Fig. 10. Comparison of ME and BER between SPGD and AdamSPGD under different
Greenwood frequencies. (a) The ME of the two algorithms varies with the Greenwood
frequency. (b) The BER of the two algorithms varies with the Greenwood frequency.

Figure 10 illustrates that the dynamic ability of SLAO based on both algorithms degrades as
the Greenwood frequency increases, and the attenuation in case of SPGD is more significant than
that in case of AdamSPGD, implying that AdamSPGD exhibits improved dynamic performance
and is more suitable for real-time systems compared with SPGD.
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4.2. Experiment

To further investigate and verify the performance improvement of AdamSPGD in real-world
application systems, we compare the two algorithms based on our SLAO experimental platform
that is mainly composed of a laser, an HSC, and a 97-element CSDM. The structure and
photograph of the platform are shown in Fig. 11.

Fig. 11. (a) Structure of the SLAO experiment platform. The optical signal is colored in
pink and the electronic signal is colored in green for convenient distinction. (b) Photograph
of the SLAO experiment platform. L1–L4: lenses with focal length of 10 mm, 10 mm, 5 mm,
and 15 mm, respectively.

As shown in Fig. 11, the SLAO experimental platform was constructed based on an auto-
collimating optical system. The 635-nm laser beam is emitted from a single-mode optical fiber
and collimated by lens L1, thereafter reflected by the BS and further expanded by L3 and L4 to
match the size of the 97-element CSDM designed and manufactured by us. A field stop is added
between lenses L3 and L4 to suppress stray light. After being reflected by the CSDM, the beam
passes through L4, L3, and BS again, and is compressed and split. Finally, the beam reaches lens
L2, and the speckle images are captured by the HSC. A computer is used to process the captured
images, run the algorithms, and control the CSDM through the driving circuits to compensate for
the aberrations.

In our experiments, we evaluated the performance of SPGD and AdamSPGD under the same
initial conditions for a reasonable comparison. A set of CSDM initial control voltages are
generated according to Zernike coefficients, and then the initial wavefront aberrations to be
corrected are generated. The energy concentration rate of the speckle images captured by the HSC
is used as the equivalent ME to reflect the performance of the SLAO. Although our experimental
testbed is not a real communication system, nor is the ME here a real mixing efficiency, the
flattening process of CSDM can simulate the correction process of atmospheric turbulence to
verify the performance improvement of AdamSPGD compared to SPGD. According to simulation
results, the optimal settings for SPGD are ∆u = 0.5 and γ = 2, and the optimal settings for
AdamSPGD are ∆u = 0.5, α = 0.1, β1 = 0.999, β2 = 0.9, and ε = 10−8. An example of the
experimental data is presented in Fig. 12.

From Fig. 12, we determine that the initial equivalent ME is ∼0.0657 that significantly affects
the system performance. The SPGD algorithm corrects gradually and converges at∼350 iterations.
However, AdamSPGD dynamically adjusts the gain factor according to the gradient estimation for
achieving rapid convergence. After ∼186 iterations, the equivalent ME reaches 0.8828; therefore,
AdamSPGD is 46.86% faster than SPGD.
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Fig. 12. Comparison of SPGD and AdamSPGD on the SLAO experiment platform.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, we propose an AdamSPGD algorithm that combines Adam and SPGD to compensate
for wavefront aberrations more effectively. Detailed theoretical analysis and numerical simulations
demonstrate that the negative influence of varying degrees of atmospheric turbulence on the
ME, BER, and outage probability of the CFSOC system can be effectively suppressed by the
designed algorithm. Specifically, owing to the addition of adaptive moment estimation to the
conventional SPGD, AdamSPGD can not only accelerate the correction speed by ∼50%, but also
improve the robustness of parameters over a large range (∆u ∈ [0.1, 0.9]). Simultaneously, the
stronger the turbulence intensity, more obvious are the advantages of AdamSPGD. In addition,
as the Greenwood frequency increases, AdamSPGD exhibits improved dynamic capabilities,
implying that the proposed algorithm is more suitable for real-time SLAO systems. In addition,
experiments were conducted on both algorithms based on our proposed SLAO platform, and the
results also indicate that AdamSPGD converges significantly faster. In conclusion, AdamSPGD
is more effective for SLAO to improve communication quality and is a suitable alternative to
SPGD. The findings of this study can provide guidance for the design of SLAO systems with
excellent performance in CFSOC, and should be of interest to researches and engineers in the
field of adaptive optics.

In the future, we intend to develop a high-performance processing platform based on FPGA
and GPU, and apply the AdamSPGD to dynamic aberration correction experiments.
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